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We describe a pairing mean-field theory related to the Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov approach, and apply it to
the dynamics of dissociation of a molecular Bose-Einstein condensate into correlated bosonic atom pairs. We
also perform the same simulation using two stochastic phase-space techniques for quantum dynamics—the
positive-P representation method and the truncated Wigner method. By comparing the results of our calcula-
tions we are able to assess the relative strengths of these theoretical techniques in describing molecular
dissociation in one spatial dimension. An important aspect of our analysis is the inclusion of atom-atom
interactions, which can be problematic for the positive-P method. We find that the truncated Wigner method
mostly agrees with the positive-P simulations, but can be simulated for significantly longer times. The pairing
mean-field theory results diverge from the quantum dynamical methods after relatively short times.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The dissociation of a molecular Bose-Einstein condensate
BEC 1–4 into correlated atom pairs is a process analo-
gous to parametric down-conversion in optics. Down-
conversion involving photons has been pivotal in the ad-
vancement of quantum optics by allowing for the generation
of strongly entangled states. In the same way, molecular dis-
sociation has emerged as an avenue for generating strongly
entangled ensembles of atoms in the field of quantum-atom
optics. This matter-wave analog is of additional interest,
however, as it gives rise to the possibility of performing tests
of quantum mechanics with mesoscopic or macroscopic
numbers of massive particles rather than with massless pho-
tons. For example, the atom pairs formed during dissociation
have Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen EPR type correlations in
position and momentum, and one can envisage a demonstra-
tion of the EPR paradox with ensembles of correlated ultra-
cold atoms 5–7. Also, molecular BECs can be formed by
either two bosonic or two fermionic atoms; the latter offers
the possibility of a new paradigm in fermionic quantum-
atom optics.
Experimental progress in the field of ultracold quantum
gases has reached the stage where investigation of atom-
atom correlations is now possible 2,8. For example, in
2005 Greiner et al. 2 measured atom-atom correlations re-
sulting from the dissociation of 40K2 molecules into fermi-
onic atoms. Such advances have been achieved through the
development of techniques for the measurement of noise in
absorption images 2,9–11 and atom detection using micro-
channel plate detectors 12.
In this paper we consider correlations between bosonic
atoms produced, for example, in the dissociation of 87Rb2
dimers. While molecular dissociation of 87Rb2 has been ex-
perimentally realized 3, atom-atom correlations have not
yet been measured in these experiments due to the short mo-
lecular lifetimes. Experimental advances, however, may soon
result in the production of BECs of rovibrationally stable
ground-state molecules 13, in which case the present analy-
sis will become experimentally relevant. This paper serves to
further the understanding of atom-atom correlations in the
molecular-dissociation process. Previous analytic and nu-
meric work in this area has been restricted to the short-time
limit, where the effects of s-wave scattering interactions are
negligible 5,6,14–22. However, if a full quantitative de-
scription of atom-atom correlations is to be obtained, the
effects of spatial inhomogeneity and s-wave scattering inter-
actions on correlation strength must be addressed 6,14. To
this end, we provide numerical results beyond the short-time
limit for the case of a spatially inhomogeneous molecular
condensate with atom-atom interactions included in the
model.
The other contribution made in this paper is a comparison
of the performances of three simulation methods describing
the dynamics of BECs beyond Gross-Pitaevskii theory. Since
the experimental realization of Bose-Einstein condensation
in 1995 23, the dynamics of weakly interacting BECs has
often been successfully described by applying a mean-field
theoretic approach leading to the Gross-Pitaevskii equation
GPE 24. However, as the GPE neglects quantum fluctua-
tions, its ability to describe the full BEC dynamics is limited
to cases where the effects of quantum fluctuations are
negligible.
Incorporating the effects of quantum fluctuations when
modeling quantum many-body systems is necessary to de-
scribe, for example, the correlation dynamics which plays a
significant role in more recent experiments, such as molecu-
lar dissociation. As a result of this, much effort has been
directed at developing theoretical methods that go beyond
mean-field theory in their description of the dynamics of
ultracold quantum gases 25–27. Several techniques have
been used in the analytical and numerical investigation of the
dissociation of a molecular BEC and the atom-atom pair cor-
relations resulting from this process. For instance, dissocia-
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tion can be treated analytically using the undepleted, classi-
cal molecular field approximation for the case of uniform
condensates 14. A more recent development is the analytic
treatment of nonuniform condensates using a perturbation
theory in time 28. As the name suggests, the undepleted
molecular field approximation assumes that the number of
molecules remains constant throughout the dissociation pro-
cess. Hence, it is only valid for short dissociation times when
depletion is negligible, corresponding to a conversion of
10% of the molecules into atoms 14,29. Although useful
in some circumstances, the obvious limitations of the ana-
lytic treatment beyond this regime necessitate an alternative
approach.
In this paper we compare three simulation techniques us-
ing molecular dissociation as an example: two stochastic
phase-space methods known as the positive-P 30,31 and
truncated Wigner 32,33 methods, and a pairing mean-field
theory known as the Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov HFB
method 34–37. The positive-P representation method pro-
vides an exact quantum treatment of the dissociation prob-
lem for inhomogeneous systems, with s-wave scattering in-
teractions and molecular depletion incorporated. Extensive
work has been conducted using the positive-P representation
method 5,6,14,17,18,26,32,38,39, by Savage et al. 6,14 in
particular, analyzing both position and momentum pair cor-
relations in molecular dissociation.
Unfortunately, the positive-P approach is also limited to
relatively short simulation times. For example, when one ne-
glects the atom-atom interactions completely, the positive-P
simulations are successful only for durations corresponding
to about 50% conversion 14. For typical experimental sys-
tems, divergent trajectories and large sampling errors arise
during the evolution so that the problem becomes intractable
beyond this time scale 40,41. The problem becomes worse
when one includes atom-atom s-wave scattering interactions.
In this case the dissociation durations that can be simulated
using the positive-P method are limited to only 5%, and at
best 10%, conversion 14. This prevents one from using the
positive-P representation method to determine the effects of
s-wave scattering on the atom-atom correlation strength over
time. Due to this limitation, there is a subsequent lack of
knowledge regarding the effects of s-wave scattering on cor-
relation dynamics for realistic condensates. This motivates
further numerical investigation of atomic correlations in mo-
lecular dissociation using approximate methods, and to this
end we consider the truncated Wigner and HFB methods to
elucidate the relative performances of the methods in the
context of molecular dissociation.
This paper is structured as follows. Section II describes
the system we have studied. Sections III and IV provide an
outline of the three simulation methods used in this work,
including the relevant evolution equations and approxima-
tions. Furthermore, these present justification of the use of
the three methods, discuss their inherent limitations, and mo-
tivate the need for a comprehensive comparison of their rela-
tive performances. In Sec. V, we detail our work based on
simulations of the coupled atom-molecule system, describing
molecular dissociation in one dimension. Finally, Sec. VI
provides an overview of work extending the truncated
Wigner simulations beyond short time scales.
II. SYSTEM AND HAMILTONIAN
We consider a molecular BEC which is dissociated into
pair-correlated atoms by way of a magnetic Feshbach reso-
nance. The quantum-field-theory effective Hamiltonian de-
scribing this coupled atom-molecule system can be written
as 16,17
Hˆ = dx 
i=a,m
ˆ i
†xHˆ 0,ixˆ ix
+ 
i,j=a,m
Uij
2
ˆ i
†xˆ j
†xˆ jxˆ ix
+

2
ˆ m
† xˆ a
2x + H.c.	 , 1
where ˆ a,mx , t are the atomic and molecular field operators
that annihilate an atom or molecule at position x. The field
operators satisfy the commutation relation
ˆ ix , t ,ˆ j
†x , t=ijx−x. The atomic and molecular
free-particle Hamiltonians, Hˆ 0,ax and Hˆ 0,mx, are given by
Hˆ 0,ax = −
2
2ma
x
2 + Vax , 2
Hˆ 0,mx = −
2
2mm
x
2 + Vmx + 2 , 3
where ma is the atomic mass and mm=2ma is the molecular
mass. The atomic and molecular trapping potentials are
given by Vax and Vmx=2Vax. The detuning  in Eq.
3, or dissociation energy 2, corresponds to an overall
energy mismatch of 2Ea−Em between the free atom states
2Ea at the dissociation threshold and the bound molecular
state Em. Hence, the process of dissociation begins with an
initially stable, Em2Ea, molecular BEC and a magnetic
field sweep onto the atomic side of the Feshbach resonance,
Em2Ea i.e., negative detuning , resulting in the forma-
tion of atom pairs. For a molecule at rest, the excess disso-
ciation energy is converted into the kinetic energy of atom
pairs, which for the most part will possess equal and opposite
momenta 	k0, where k0= 
k0
=2ma

 /.
Returning to Eq. 1, Uij represents the two-body s-wave
interaction strengths for atom-atom, atom-molecule, and
molecule-molecule scattering events. For example, Uaa
=4
as /ma, where as is the atomic scattering length as
=5.4 nm for 87Rb. The term  is the atom-molecule cou-
pling and is responsible for coherent conversion of mol-
ecules into atom pairs, where the mechanism for conversion
is via a Feshbach resonance 42–45. However, in appropri-
ately chosen rotating frames the equations can easily be re-
cast for conversion via optical Raman transitions 17,38. In
our numerical work the atom-molecule coupling remains
switched on for the total evolution time. Also, we assume
that the trapping potentials are switched off when the cou-
pling  is switched on at t=0 and the evolution occurs in free
space.
Hamiltonian 1 conserves the total number of atomic
particles,
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N = 2Nˆ mt + Nˆ at = const, 4
with Nˆ it=dxˆ i
†x , tˆ ix , t i=a ,m and Ni= Nˆ i. We
begin our simulations with the molecular BEC in a coherent
state and the atomic field in the vacuum state, and so N
=2Nˆ m0.
III. STOCHASTIC METHODS FOR BEC DYNAMICS
After being developed in the field of quantum optics,
phase-space methods have been successfully applied to
matter-wave physics and have been used in many studies of
the quantum dynamics of complex many-body systems such
as BECs 14,15,17,18,32,40,46–53. Phase-space representa-
tion methods rely on a mapping between the quantum opera-
tor equations of motion and the Fokker-Planck equation
FPE which in turn can be interpreted as a set of stochastic
differential equations SDEs. Two distributions commonly
used for this purpose can be traced back to the Glauber-
Sudarshan P distribution and the Wigner distribution 48,54.
Along with the HFB method, phase-space techniques are
central to this paper and hence will be discussed briefly in
order to develop a context for the numerical results presented
in Secs. V and VI.
A. Positive-P-representation method
The positive-P representation method 30,31,39,40,49
enables one to perform first-principles calculations of the
quantum dynamics of multimode quantum many-body sys-
tems, including BECs. It relies on exploiting the positive-P
representation of the density matrix, for which there exists a
mapping between the master equation and a set of c-number
SDEs that can be solved numerically. The stochastic trajec-
tory averages calculated using the positive-P representation
method correspond to the normally ordered expectation val-
ues of quantum-mechanical operators 14. If stochastic sam-
pling errors remain small during the time evolution, any ob-
servable can, in principle, be calculated using the positive-P
method.
The positive-P approach requires one to double the phase
space by defining two independent complex stochastic fields
ix , t and ix , t i=a ,m corresponding to the operators
ix , t and i
†x , t, respectively 14, with i
x , t
ix , t except in the mean. Using the Hamiltonian in Eq.
1, the stochastic differential equations describing the quan-
tum dynamical evolution are, in the appropriate rotating
frame 15,17,
a
t
=
i
2ma
2a − i + 
i
Uaiiia − ima
+ − im1 +− iUmaam2 2 + i3
+ − iUaaa24,
a
t
= −
i
2ma
2a + i + 
i
Uaiiia + ima
+ im5 + iUmaam2 6 + i7 + iUaaa28,
m
t
=
i
2mm
2m − i
i
Umiiim − i

2
a
2
+− iUmaam
2
2 − i3 + − iUmmm2 9,
m
t
= −
i
2mm
2m + i
i
Umiiim + i

2
a
2
+ iUmaam
2
6 − i7 + iUmmm2 10. 5
Here the  jx , t j=1,2 , . . . ,10 are real independent Gauss-
ian noises with  jx , t=0 and correlations in time and
space given by  jx , tkx , t= jkx−xt− t.
B. Truncated Wigner method
The truncated Wigner method is another useful phase-
space technique for describing the quantum evolution of a
Bose-Einstein condensate 32,33. Unlike the positive-P rep-
resentation method it is an approximate method as it involves
neglecting or truncating third-order derivative terms in the
evolution equation for the Wigner function. This is necessary
in order to obtain an equation in the form of a Fokker-Planck
equation which can then be mapped onto a stochastic differ-
ential equation. The third-order terms can, in principle, be
represented via stochastic difference equations. However,
these are more unstable than the positive-P equations 55.
The advantage of the truncated Wigner method lies in the
inclusion of initial quantum noise, allowing the model to
incorporate quantum corrections to the classical field equa-
tions of motion and treat a different set of problems to a
Gross-Pitaevskii equation or other classical field approaches.
Although it has been shown that the truncated Wigner ap-
proach can give erroneous results, particularly for two-time
correlation functions 56, it can be accurate for a wide range
of problems provided the particle density exceeds the mode
density 46,57.
It can be shown that using the truncated Wigner approxi-
mation TWA and the Hamiltonian in Eq. 1, the stochastic
differential equations governing the dissociation are, in the
appropriate rotating frame,
a
t
=
i
2ma
2a − i + 
i
Uai
i
2a − ima,
m
t
=
i
2mm
2m − i
i
Umi
i
2m − i

2
a
2
. 6
While these equations are deterministic, quantum fluctua-
tions are included by way of a noise contribution in the ini-
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tial state for the molecular and atomic fields. The addition of
this initial vacuum noise ensures that the initial states of m
and a represent the Wigner function of an initial coherent-
state BEC and an initial vacuum state, respectively. The re-
spective stochastic averages with the Wigner distribution
function correspond to symmetrically ordered operator prod-
ucts, so that the calculation of observables represented by
normally ordered operator products needs appropriate sym-
metrization.
IV. PAIRING MEAN-FIELD THEORY FOR BEC
DYNAMICS
Pairing mean-field theory—as a simplified version of the
HFB approach 58–60—has been applied to the problem of
molecular dissociation in Refs. 19,29, although these works
only considered spatially uniform systems. Our present HFB
study extends the analysis to nonuniform condensates and
represents the third method we use in describing the dynam-
ics of the molecular dissociation. This approach involves an
approximation to the full quantum evolution retaining only
the lowest-order atomic fluctuations. More precisely, one
writes the atomic field operator ˆ ax in terms of the atomic
mean field ax= ˆ ax and the lowest-order atomic fluc-
tuations ˆax, such that ˆ ax=ax+ ˆax. The atomic
fluctuations can be approximately represented by their
lowest-order correlation functions, the normal and anoma-
lous densities, GNx ,x= ˆa
†xˆax and GAx ,x
= ˆaxˆax, respectively 34,61.
In our implementation the molecular field is treated as a
mean field, with mx= ˆ mx. As suggested in Refs.
25,34 molecular fluctuations can be included in the model.
However, they are neglected in our work as they are negli-
gible on the time scales under consideration. This is one of
the main differences between the HFB and truncated Wigner
approaches, as the latter includes molecular fluctuations. By
including the fluctuation operator ˆax, the atomic field is
treated to higher order than the molecular field in our HFB
formalism. This is necessary as the atomic fluctuations play
an intrinsic dynamical role in the molecular-dissociation pro-
cess and also allow one to consider atomic pair correlations.
Finally, it is assumed that the initial molecular state is a
coherent state and any expectation values of greater than two
atomic fluctuation operators are factorized using Wick’s
theorem 62, thereby assuming that the quantum state of the
system is Gaussian.
With these approximations and our Hamiltonian for the
system, given in Eq. 1, we can derive a set of coupled
partial differential equations PDEs for the atomic mean
field ax, molecular mean field mx, and the first-order
correlation functions GAx ,x and GNx ,x. Solving these
coupled evolution equations one can then model the dynam-
ics of dissociation of a molecular BEC.
Within the HFB formalism the evolution equations de-
scribing the molecular-dissociation process are given by
ax
t
=
i
2ma
x
2ax − iUaa
ax
2 + 2GNx,xax
− iUaaGAx,xa
x − imxa
x , 7
mx
t
=
i
4ma
x
2mx − 2i

mx − iUmm
mx
2mx
− i

2
a
2x + GAx,x , 8
GAx,x
t
= −
i

ˆxˆx,Hˆ 
=
i
2ma
x
2GAx,x +
i
2ma
x
2 GAx,x
− 2iUaa
ax
2 + 
ax
2 + GNx,x
+ GNx,xGAx,x − iUaaax2GN
 x,x
+ ax2GNx,x + GAx,xGN
 x,x
+ GAx,xGNx,x − iUaaax2
+ GAx,xx − x − imxGN
 x,x
+ x − x + mxGNx,x , 9
GNx,x
t
= −
i

ˆ†xˆx,Hˆ 
=
i
2ma
x
2GNx,x −
i
2ma
x
2 GNx,x
− 2iUaa
ax
2 − 
ax
2 + GNx,x
− GNx,xGNx,x − iUaaax2GA
x,x
+ a
x2GAx,x + GAx,xGA
x,x
− GA
x,xGAx,x − imxGA
x,x
− m
 xGAx,x , 10
where GNx ,x is the density of the noncondensed atoms.
This follows from the expression for the total density of
atoms, ˆ aˆ a= 
a
2+ ˆa
†ˆa, where 
a
2 is the density of
the condensate atoms and ˆa
†ˆa is the density of the non-
condensed atoms.
In our simulations we neglect ax as the atomic field
does not develop since all the terms on the right-hand side of
Eq. 8 are multiplied by the field or its conjugate. The phys-
ics here is similar to that of a nondegenerate optical paramet-
ric oscillator with phase diffusion 63. More particularly,
only the sum of the phases of each correlated atom pair is
known, fixed to the phase of the molecular BEC, while the
relative phase is unknown and takes an arbitrary value. It
follows that the individual phases of these correlated modes
are also arbitrary and, consequently, no common phase to the
atomic field exists across the entire range of momenta.
The potential role of the HFB and truncated Wigner meth-
ods, despite being approximate techniques, is to model real-
istic inhomogeneous condensates in which the effects of
s-wave scattering interactions on atom-atom pair correlations
can be quantified and compared with experimental data.
Moreover, both methods present the possibility of describing
physics in regimes for which the positive-P representation
method is computationally intractable. In this work, we un-
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dertake a comprehensive comparison of the performances of
all three of these methods when applied to the same problem;
there have already been comparisons of the positive-P and
truncated Wigner methods when investigating BEC colli-
sions 39. This motivates the comparative study of these
approximate methods and the positive-P approach.
There are further potential advantages in developing the
HFB method for application to such problems. The
positive-P representation and truncated Wigner methods re-
quire the averaging of many trajectories corresponding to
quantum-mechanical ensemble averaging and therefore re-
quire multiple runs. In contrast, since the HFB method is not
a stochastic technique it only necessitates a single run but at
the expense of the dimensions of the problem being doubled.
Also, in many ways it is a more intuitive method, with the
derivation highlighted here being an extension of the well-
known Gross-Pitaevskii approach.
V. COMPARISON OF POSITIVE-P, HFB, AND TRUNCATED
WIGNER RESULTS
A. Parameter values
We now present one-dimensional 1D simulations for the
dissociation of a 87Rb2 molecular BEC with ma=1.44
10−25 kg and mm=2ma. For computational simplicity we
consider an effective 1D system by assuming strong har-
monic confinement in the transverse direction. All param-
eters are chosen to be close to a typical experimental system,
with the exception of a relatively small value for the detun-
ing 

 so that the computational grid need not be too large.
In practice, the detuning should be such that the total disso-
ciation energy 2

 is much larger than the thermal energy
due to the finite temperature of the system. Here, we assume
a zero-temperature condensate. At the same time the detun-
ing 

 should be smaller than the frequency of the transverse
harmonic trap potential, so that transverse excitations are
suppressed and the dynamics of dissociation remains in one
dimension.
We set Umm=0 and Uam=0 in our simulations; it is the
role of atom-atom s-wave scattering that is of particular in-
terest in this work, and to this end we perform simulations
with both Uaa=0 and Uaa0. Setting Umm to be zero is
unlikely to be entirely physical. However for a more realistic
value we find that the positive-P simulations become intrac-
table after a very short time, making our goal of a compari-
son impossible. Additionally, we find that there is no signifi-
cant difference between the TWA simulation for Umm=0 and
Umm0, and so this has no practical implications for our
study.
Similar considerations apply to the atom-molecule inter-
actions which are set to Uam=0. At the mean-field level, the
atom-molecule interactions in the equations of motion for the
atomic field would initially appear as an effective spatially
varying detuning that depends on the molecular BEC density
profile. These interactions can be neglected if the total dis-
sociation energy 2

 is much larger than the respective
interaction energy per atom. For our choice of  and the
molecular BEC peak density see below, this would in turn
require an atom-molecule scattering length of 0.1 nm. For
more realistic values of the atom-molecule scattering length
assumed to be in the few nanometers range, the approxi-
mation would require absolute detunings in the kilohertz
range or higher and it would improve with increasing 

.
The initial molecular BEC density is taken to be Gauss-
ian,
nmx,t = 0 = n0e−x
2/lx
2
, 11
corresponding to a trapping frequency of x /2
=0.15 Hz in
the x direction with a harmonic-oscillator length of lx
= /mmx=19.7 m, where n0=1.83107 m−1 is the mo-
lecular BEC peak 1D linear density. The size of the one-
dimensional quantization box was chosen to be L=6.5
10−4 m and the lattice grid was composed of 512 points.
The atom-atom interaction strength is given by U1D
=Uaa /2A=2as 64, where A=
l
2 is the confinement
area in the transverse direction, with l= /ma being the
transverse ground-state harmonic-oscillator length for the at-
oms and  is the transverse oscillation frequency. The
atom-molecule coupling in one dimension is given by 1D
=2
l2 =6.710−3 m1/2 s−1 29, and is switched on for
the total evolution time. The detuning
=−258 s−1 and, hence, k0=2ma

 /=8.41105 m−1 is
the resonant momentum at 	k0.
With the reduction of the coupling constants to their 1D
counterparts, the equations of motion in Secs. II–IV are un-
changed, except that all propagating fields and the respec-
tive noise sources in the positive-P equations are now un-
derstood as 1D fields, while the operator x
2 is replaced by
2 /x2.
In all our simulations, we assume that the atomic field is
initially in a vacuum state and that the molecular condensate
is initially in a coherent state, with density profile given by
Eq. 11. The trapping potential is turned off when the dis-
sociation coupling 1D is switched on, with a Feshbach
sweep into the dissociation regime 0. Distinct from the
implementation of the stochastic methods, the HFB simula-
tions assume that the molecular condensate remains in a co-
herent state during the dynamical evolution. Also, the initial
atomic fluctuation fields are assumed to be GAx ,x
=GNx ,x=0 and the molecular fluctuations are omitted.
The numerical codes for solving the evolution equations
for the methods under consideration were implemented using
the XMDS simulation package 65. All stochastic simulations
were performed for the case of 10 000 trajectories. In Secs.
V B–V D and VI, we have verified the accuracy of the re-
sults presented by ensuring, for instance, invariance of re-
sults for different lattice sizes and time steps. Furthermore,
we were able to perform benchmarking with the analytic
result within the undepleted molecular field approximation
14 up until t=0.06 s 10% molecular conversion, and
more importantly, with the exact positive-P results.
B. Initial comparisons
We first perform simulations neglecting atom-atom inter-
actions with U1D=0 for an initial number of molecules
Nm0=1.62103. We observe the formation of peaks in the
atomic density at momenta 	k0 as the dissociation energy
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excess potential energy is converted into the kinetic energy
of the correlated atom pairs, with equal but opposite mo-
menta 	k0. We verify that the value of k0 agrees with the
predicted value, given in Sec. V A.
In Fig. 1 we provide a plot of the total fractional number
of molecules, Nmt /Nm0, and the total fractional number
of atoms, Nat /2Nm0, as functions of time t, normalized to
the total molecule Nm0 and total atom number 2Nm0, re-
spectively. Although this result does not include the effects
of s-wave scattering, it does allow one to compare the per-
formances of the methods. It can be seen that all the methods
agree until t0.14 s, which corresponds to the conversion
of 10% of the molecules. It is found that while the trun-
cated Wigner method does extremely well when compared to
the exact results provided by the positive-P method, the HFB
method diverges substantially at longer times.
The positive-P method becomes intractable at t0.20 s,
and hence the ability to compare all three methods ceases
beyond this point. Looking forward, when one incorporates
s-wave scattering the positive-P method will fail sooner 14.
Hence the truncated Wigner and HFB methods may be able
to access a regime otherwise inaccessible to numerical simu-
lations for realistic nonuniform condensates.
C. Observation of phase-diffusion processes during
dissociation of a molecular BEC
In this section we consider nonuniform condensates with
s-wave scattering interactions included. In Fig. 2, we plot the
fractional particle number throughout the evolution, for the
same parameters as in Fig. 1, but with scattering included.
We choose an interaction strength of U1Dg0=2.04
10−6 m s−1, which corresponds to 87Rb with transverse
confinement of  /2
=30 Hz and s-wave scattering length
of as=5.4 nm. From these results it can be seen that the
positive-P method fails beyond approximately tmax+P
=0.18 s, while the truncated Wigner method produces re-
sults beyond tmax+P and still does well in comparison to
the positive-P results up to tmax+P. As expected 14, we
find that the positive-P method fails for even shorter times as
the interaction strength is increased. For example, with an
interaction strength of U1D=32g0 we find that the positive-P
method fails for tmax+P0.05 s.
Here we also observe the signature of phase diffusion
during molecular dissociation 32,66–68. By considering
Eq. 5 we are able to estimate the characteristic diffusion
time for the dissociation process,
td 


2U1Dˆ †x = 0,tdˆ x = 0,td
, 12
and verify that the process of phase diffusion is responsible
for suppressing molecular conversion and, hence, decreasing
the number of atom pairs formed. We also performed simu-
lations for increased values of the atom-atom interaction
strength, U1D=2g0 and U1D=32g0. The results show that
molecule conversion decreases with increasing interaction
strength and further supported the order-of-magnitude esti-
mates of the diffusion time. Unfortunately, as in Sec. V B,
we see that the HFB method still fails to adequately describe
the dynamics of the molecular-dissociation process for
longer times, with the particle numbers only providing
bounds for the true values. Another feature indicative of the
limitations of the HFB method is its inability to predict the
formation of peaks in the molecular momentum spectrum at
	2k0 69, in addition to the main resonant momenta peaks
formed at 	k0. These secondary peaks arise due to atom-
atom recombination processes k0+k0→2k0 and −k0−k0→
−2k0, and are observed in the positive-P and truncated
Wigner results. They do not arise in the HFB results as the
method does not allow for uncondensed molecules outside
the initial condensate mode.
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FIG. 1. Color online Comparison of the fractional particle
numbers for tfinal=0.20 s, for the case of a nonuniform condensate
with U1D=0, for positive-P red solid and dashed lines, truncated
Wigner black  and , and HFB blue dash-dotted and thin
dashed lines methods. The fractional atom numbers initially lower
curves and the fractional molecule numbers are shown. In this
figure and throughout this paper, the positive-P and truncated
Wigner results are for the case of 10 000 trajectories. The error bars
are shown and are essentially the thickness of the data lines in all
figures. In all simulations performed the initial number of molecules
is Nm0=1.62103.
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FIG. 2. Color online Same as Fig. 1, but for the case of a
nonuniform condensate with U1D=g0. The positive-P method be-
comes intractable beyond tmax+P0.18 s, compared with t
0.2 s when s-wave scattering is neglected. We also find that the
number of molecules converted into atom pairs is decreased when
s-wave scattering interactions are included and attribute this to
phase diffusion.
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D. Analysis of atomic pair-correlation functions
We have also investigated atomic pair correlations result-
ing from the dissociation process, for realistic nonuniform
condensates including the effects of s-wave scattering. The
strength of atom-atom correlations can be quantified using
the second-order correlation function g2k ,k , t by
Glauber 70,
g2k,k,t =
aˆ†k,taˆ†k,taˆk,taˆk,t
nˆk,tnˆk,t
, 13
with the momentum-space density at k given by nk , t
= nˆk , t= aˆ†k , taˆk , t where the momentum-space field
amplitudes are represented by the lattice-discretized momen-
tum components aˆ†k and aˆk, which correspond to the
continuous Fourier transforms of the fields in the limit k
→0 14. This pair-correlation function describes the ratio of
the probability of the joint detection of atom pairs with k and
k to the product of the probabilities of independent atom
detection at k and k. From this it follows that g2k ,k , t
=1 for uncorrelated atom pairs, g2k ,k , t=2 for thermally
bunched atoms, and g2k ,k , t2 for strongly correlated
atoms 14.
We quantify pair correlations arising due to momentum
conservation which are present between atoms with equal
but opposite momenta, and pair correlations arising due to
quantum statistical effects i.e., the Hanbury Brown and
Twiss HBT bunching between atoms scattered in the same
direction. The atomic pair-correlation functions for back-to-
back BB and collinear CL scattering processes, are de-
noted gBB
2k0 ,−k0 , t and gCL
2k0 ,k0 , t, respectively. These
quantities are shown in Fig. 3 for the case of no s-wave
scattering and in Fig. 4 with scattering incorporated. The
collinear correlation indicates HBT thermal bunching with
gCL
2k0 ,k0 , t=2 until t0.10 s in both cases. The back-to-
back correlation is superbunched due to strong correlations
between atom pairs with equal but opposite momenta, with
gBB
2k0 ,−k0 , t2 for short times. Beyond t0.10 s we ob-
serve that both the collinear and back-to-back correlations
are approximately equal, fall below 2, and approach the un-
correlated or coherent level of g2=1, for the truncated
Wigner and positive-P results. The HFB results, on the other
hand, fail to predict where g2 approaches the coherent-state
level as stimulated processes become important. Toward the
end of the simulation, the back-to-back correlation drops be-
low the collinear correlation, gBB
2k0 ,−k0 , tgCL
2k0 ,k0 , t.
This effect becomes more severe with increasing values of
U1D and is also noticeable in the HFB results.
From Figs. 3 and 4 it is again clear that the truncated
Wigner method is most successful in describing molecular
dissociation, with the positive-P method intractable at longer
times. It should be noted that the truncated Wigner results for
this correlation function are not shown prior to t0.05 s,
where sampling issues arise due to the small number of at-
oms per mode. However, once the signal is significant the
results agree with positive-P. As seen in Secs. V B and V C,
the HFB method fails to fully describe the dynamics for
longer times as the molecular field deviates from the as-
sumed coherent state.
VI. SIMULATIONS BEYOND tmax(+P)
The numerical results we have presented indicate that the
HFB method is unsuitable for quantitative correlation studies
of molecular dissociation beyond the regime of the
positive-P simulations. The HFB method becomes invalid as
it assumes a mean-field coherent state for molecules for the
entire simulation time 19,29. However, once molecular
depletion reaches 80%, this assumption is no longer valid
and the method becomes increasingly inadequate as the re-
gime of complete depletion is reached. This assertion is fur-
ther supported in Fig. 5, which provides a surface plot of the
molecular density in position space beyond tmax+P. Here
we begin to observe the development of ripple effects which
coincide with the reduction in the molecular condensate den-
sity and it is unlikely that the approximation of the molecular
field as a coherent state is still valid. In this regime the ef-
fects of quantum fluctuations become increasingly important
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FIG. 3. Color online Plots of the atomic pair-correlation func-
tions for back-to-back and collinear scattering processes, denoted
gBB
2k0 ,−k0 , t and gCL
2k0 ,k0 , t. Results are shown for tfinal
=0.20 s, for a nonuniform condensate with U1D=0. The positive-P
results red solid and dashed lines, the truncated Wigner results
black  and , and the HFB results blue  and  are shown.
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FIG. 4. Color online Same as Fig. 3, but for the case of a
nonuniform condensate with U1D=g0. The positive-P method be-
comes intractable beyond tmax+P0.18 s, compared with t
0.2 s when s-wave scattering is neglected. By comparison with
Fig. 3, we see that the back-to-back and collinear pair-correlation
strengths degrade at an increased rate when s-wave scattering is
included.
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and, hence, we cannot rely on the HFB method. To remedy
this, the inclusion of molecular fluctuations ˆm in the HFB
formalism could be one avenue for future work. It should be
stressed that there is value in using the HFB method, as it
lies between the crude undepleted molecular field approxi-
mation and an exact quantum treatment. For instance, the
HFB approach is suited to high-energy, sparsely occupied
modes 71. In such cases, fluctuation effects are largely in-
significant and the HFB method is valuable.
With the HFB approach found to be invalid beyond the
realm of the positive-P simulations, we look at extending the
simulations using the truncated Wigner approach. Figures 6
and 7 repeat the analysis given in Sec. V but with the exten-
sion to t=0.40 s. In Fig. 6 we again look at the fractional
particle numbers for the cases neglecting and including
atom-atom interactions. Beyond t0.2 s, for the U1D=0
case we observe the effects of atom-atom recombination.
This is evidenced by the slight increase in the number of
molecules, and corresponding decrease in the number of at-
oms, beyond t0.27 s. With the effects of s-wave scattering
included, we again witness a phase-diffusion process which
is responsible for decreasing the rate of molecule conversion.
In Fig. 7 we provide the truncated Wigner results for the
back-to-back and collinear pair-correlation functions for the
cases where s-wave scattering interactions are neglected and
included. In both cases, the back-to-back correlation drops
below the collinear correlation, i.e., gBB
2k0 ,−k0 , t
gCL
2k0 ,k0 , t, for t0.16 s with the effect becoming more
dramatic with time. It is interesting to note that when atom-
atom interactions are neglected the back-to-back pair corre-
lation eventually turns into anticorrelation, i.e., gBB
2k0 ,−k0
1, for sufficiently long times when the molecular depletion
is large. As the atomic density increases, we see atom-atom
recombination which is not correlated at the two momenta
considered, so that atoms are not removed equally from each
of the modes under consideration. Overall, by using the trun-
cated Wigner method to go beyond the realm of the
positive-P simulations, we are able to observe the effects of
s-wave scattering on correlation dynamics for realistic inho-
mogeneous condensates.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this work we have compared three different theoretical
approaches to the problem of dissociation of molecular
Bose-Einstein condensates. We have considered the case
where the atoms resulting from this dissociation process are
not trapped, but move away from the parent molecules with
momenta that are a function of the detuning. In particular, we
have calculated atomic and molecular populations and ana-
lyzed the effects of atom-atom interactions beyond the short-
time limit for inhomogeneous condensates. We have also in-
vestigated quantum correlations, providing quantitative
results for the back-to-back and collinear pair correlations,
which cannot be calculated in the standard mean-field Gross-
Pitaevskii approach. This is a subject of immediate interest
as experiments which can measure these correlations can
now be performed, particularly with metastable helium 8.
In principle, the preferred theoretical method would be
the stochastic integration of equations in the positive-P rep-
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resentation, as these give complete access to all properties of
the interacting many-body quantum system. In practice,
however, the problems inherent in the integration of these
equations, especially when s-wave interactions of any appre-
ciable strength are present, mean that the positive-P equa-
tions are only useful for short times. Another method which
has been widely applied to model BEC dynamics is the HFB
approach. In some sense this is equal to the commonly used
linearization procedures of quantum optics, and similarly as
with that area, we find that we must be careful with its va-
lidity. In fact, we have shown here that the HFB approach
will sometimes become inaccurate on shorter time scales
than those which give problems in the positive-P represen-
tation approach. Although it does present computational ad-
vantages in that the equations need only be solved once by
contrast with the phase-space representations where averages
need to be taken over many realizations, we see that it is also
not useful for all parameter regimes. This could be remedied,
at least in part, by including the effects of molecular fluctua-
tions. However, this is a cumbersome and computationally
expensive process.
We have found that the most useful of the methods is the
truncated Wigner representation. Although the approxima-
tions necessary to obtain stochastic differential equations
mean that the mapping from the quantum Hamiltonian is not
exact, we find that the truncated Wigner method agrees with
the first-principles positive-P results whenever such a com-
parison is possible to make. It also has the advantages of not
suffering from the stability problems of the positive-P repre-
sentation and is valid over longer times than the HFB ap-
proach. In conclusion, therefore, we find that while the
positive-P and HFB approaches are useful in some regimes,
the truncated Wigner representation is best suited to this
problem.
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